MINI
Combi Ovens
BOILERLESS | ELECTRIC | STACKABLE

BKI
Mini
Combi

If you have a small kitchen or kiosk where space is
limited. BKI Mini Combi is the obvious choice.
BKI Mini Combi ovens are a completely unique
oven size on the market. The ovens do not take up
much space - with a width of only 20.2” they can
fit into even the smallest kitchens.
Small but effective. Despite its small size, BKI Mini
has the same features as a large combi oven. In
other words, it has all the features you need in a
smaller kitchen.

USB for software or
recipe updates
Hand shower

Android®
based control

2 step safety
door latch

Reinforced
hinges

9 speed
reversible fan

Field reversible
door

Self cleaning

Boilerless
steam production

Frame mounted feet

MINI at a glance

TOUCHSCREEN control
CombiSmart: set
temperature and humidity
level. The oven produces a
consistent level of humidity
while giving greater control
to the chef through 9
choosable fan speeds.

Advanced Features

CombiOptima: set
temperature and
humidity level. The oven
automatically regulates
humidity to maintain
desired level.

Core Probe Cooking: Low
temperature cook & hold
or Delta-T will reduce meat
shrinkage by up to 27%

Rack Timing: set timers for
each individual rack to cook
any products that use the
same cooking mode and
temperature.

Proof: precise control
of proof environment by
setting temperature and
humidity.

SmartChef: choose from
preset functions (grilling,
baking, etc.) for a variety of
foods. Customize results
such as rare to well-done.

CTP: Cook to Perfection
compensates for
temperature changes
(opening door, adding
frozen food, etc.) ensuring
beautiful results every time.

CombiWash: Automatic
Cleaning cycle – select
level of cleaning needed
and walk away.

USB CONNECTIVITY
USB slot for easy recipe transfer and
recording of HACCP logs and software

VERSATILITY
Stores 500 recipes with up to 15 steps each!

Models

CLBKI-6E

CLBKI-10E

CLBKI-6-6E

CLBKI-6-10E

MINI capacities
CLBKI-6E
Maximum Capacity
6 half sized sheet pans

Optimal Results
3 half sized sheet pans

Optimal Results
3 hotel steam pans

Optimal Results
5 half sized sheet pans

Optimal Results
5 hotel steam pans

CLBKI-10E

Maximum Capacity
10 half sized sheet pans

42 Allen Martin Drive
Essex Junction, VT 05452

Half size sheet pans are 13 x 18 inches. Hotel steam pas are 13 x 21 x 2.5 inches.

Call or visit our website to learn more about
our innovative cooking equipment.

802.658.6600 | www.bkideas.com

